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During ,the month harwsting and grinding have been stead-
ily progressing, and the sugm' has been piling np at tLe vari-
ous ports. 'rile island fleet has been kept busy handli 19 the
output and the avel'age shipments IJ('r week from all ports
have amounted to abou t 12,000 tons.
V:1l'ions estimates have been made of the tonnage of the
Cl'Op now coming ofI, and it is prolJably safe to say that the
total produetion will he in the neighborhood of 390,000 tons.
'1'he outlook for the C)'ojl of 1!)o4 is not so encouraging as at
the beginning of the planting season, and it is believed that
this crop will not justify the 1))'eYious expectations of the
planters. The continuous cold weather of the past few months
bas retarded the gl'ow'lh of the young cane and mnch dall1agl~
has been done by the Ip:lf-hop]Jpr ",hidl has appeared in ex-
cessive numbers 011 lIlany of the plantations. Many of tlw
managers repOlt grent damage done to the cane, and so seriOlls
bas the pest become that the planters are preparing to take
active measures toward exterminating the same.
The resignation of the veteran editor of the "Plant~r8'
Monthly," Mr. H. M. Whitney, marks the close of an honorable
career in journalism laEting for 54 years.
Mr. \Vhitney came to Honolulu in 1849, having been induced
to take charge of the Polynesian by Dr. Judd, whom 'he met in
San Francisco.
Not being satisfied with the policy of the Polynesian, which
he did not control, he in 185G started the Advertiser, which he
edited and published continuously until 1870, at which time he
sold out to Black &. Auld, as he purposed an extended trip to
the States.
Returning here in 1878 he secured contl'olof the Hawaiian
Gazette, which h(· edited 'and conducted unti11878, at which
time the Advertiser again came under his control, it having
bl"en purchased by the Gazette Company.
In November. lSSn. All'. Whitn'3Y took editorial charge of the
"Planters' Monthly," which position he has filled continuousl,Y
and acceptably up to the present number. Growing trouble
with his eyes, and his doctor's orden~' forbidding further use' of
them for an indefinite period, Ilas obliged him to give up tile
work in wllidl he has taken so great an interest.
Mr. \Yhitney has always bepn an ardent promoter of agri-
culture in the Islands and was 'one of tile twelve original memo
bel'S to organize the Royal Hawaiian Agl'icultural Society,
whose reports have been going the rounds of the press, in tile
States of late as new and original mMtel'.
---:0:---
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The leaf-hopper attacks the leaves of the cane and sucks
its juices; the eggs are laid benearth the surface of the thicker
part of the leaf, and are placed, several together, in a small
chamber formed by Nle ovipositor of the female parent. Theil'
position is readily identified by the scar and discoloration at
the spot where rthe leaf has been pierced. The young whicl!
hatch from these eggs leave the chamber and feed externally~
often in great numbers together, by sucking the juices of the
plant.
From recent information received by Professor Perkins it
would seem thait this leaf-hopper is known in Quepnsland, but
as no reports have come of any damage done to the cane
there, it is probable the pest is kept down by natural enemies
01' that climatic conditions are not favorable to Hs increase.
---:0::----
THE PRICE OF SUG:1R.
Sugar reached its lowest point during the past month on
the 7th inst. when it dropped to 3.50c, which is also the lowest
point for the present year. On the ninth it was quoted at.
3.51c.
The reason for the continuous drop seems briefly, to be
that there is an accumulation of stoek in the refiners' hanu:;
which they are obliged to store, and under pressure of the
sellers to dispose of their sugars, the natural result is a de-
cline in price.
For some time past the receipts of sugar pel' week, as given
by the various sugar statisrticians. have exceeded the meltings
for the same period by about 10,000 tons. The condition of
the market has made it easy to manipulate; the sellers force
the sale of Nwir sugars and the trust and other l'2finer:; buy :\t
such prices as they see fit to pay. \Vhen all the Cuban sugar
that has been held to obtain the expected benefit of recipro-
city is finally dispos-ed of, and the I'efinprs require morc sugar
as the season advanees. a gradual adjustment and strengthen-
ing of prices is looked for, and it is likply that wc will obtain
prices more nearly equivalent to those current in Europe.
The disparity bebypen New York and London pril-es has
been vcry marked, and in this conned-ion the statements eon-
tained in the circular of March 27, issued hy Czarnikow, Mac-
dougall &, Co. are of interest:
"'1'his further decline in our raw sugar market has made
the disparity between the landed cost l\('re of cane and beets
greater than ever. At to-day's quotaitions of 8s. 2:}<1. Lo.b.
beets, their cost would be equivalent to about 4c. for fI{i° cen-
trifugals, and even if we eliminate the countervailing duty,
their cos~t would equal a.73c. for centrifugals as against our
spot market of 3.62('. Therefore, if our refiners had to resort
to Europe for supplies, the delivered cost of their beet pur-
H:lWL1II..lN 8CGLlR CHliJJII8T8' LlSSOCIilTION.
For the information or those int0rcstcd in sugar work we
are publishing herewith the constitution of the Hawaiian
Sugar Ohemists' Association, and a list of its oflicers ahd mem-
bers.
That the purpose of the ARsociation may not be misunder-
stood, a brief history thereof and the reason for its organiza-
tion will not be in:lPlH'olH'iate.
'1'he lack of uniformity in methods of analysis used in the
sugar mills in Hawaii, having been a matter of comment
. )
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chases would be equivalent to iJC. more than they are paying
for cane sugars, and, even if we put aside the extra cost aris-
ing from the countervailing duty, this market is .gc. below
the European one, and tIle two markets are entirely out or
harmony. This condition of all'ail's cannot lJe lasting for the
international market prices of a great article of commerce,
consumed in every country, must, in tIle long run, either rise
or fall to the same level.
"If we take the two llla1'kets at this time last year and com-
pare tIlCm with this yem', the contrast between the course
of the Emopean lJeet market Hnd that of the United States
cane mUl·ket is striking:
'1'his divcl'gence between the COU1'se of the two market::>
wiII eventually effect its own cme, and a slight step has been
made in this direction by recent sales which will divert Cuban
sugars to the United Kingdom and to Canada, but this cannot
yield effective results so long aR 40,000 tons of snp;ar per week
are pressed upou a lllaI'kd, whose l1(·pds are only :30,000 tons."
---:0:---
"\Ve are indebted to Mr. C. I-ledplIwnn for the al'tic1eon the
Sugar Industry in Java. lJeillg fl leetme by I-l. C. l'rim,en Geer-
ligs delin:red at Amstcrdam.
1111'. Hedcmalln l'eceutly l'ctumed from his trip around the
world during 'which hc gan~ much attention to tI10 sugar in-
dustry in oNh~r countdcs, alld we hope that we may
soon publish some of the resnlts of Mr. I-ledemann's obl':,erva-
Hans and expericnces in this lille.
TIle lecture by Prof. Gcerligs is ofa strictly technical na-
tme, and the translatioul1lcl'eof, wldch was done by 1\11'. 'V.
H. 1\1. Nolet under Mr. I-Iedelllallu's direction, was a matter of
much dilliculty, and necpssitated pains-taking work especially
in giving the English equintlcnts for the Dutch technical
tel'ms. n
----:0:----
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among chemists for some time; and differences in results
obtained in mills, wol'ldng apparently under the same con-
ditions, having also been a matter of comment among planta-
tion managers and agents, Mr. C. F. Eckart, Director of the
Planters' Experiment Station, called a meeting of the sugar
chemists of Oa,hu, to discuss the formation of an association
to bring about, if possible, the adoption of uniform methods
o.f analysis; and thus detel'mine vdtethcr discrepancies in re-
sults were due to methods of work or to methods of analysis.
The meetin~. whieh was attended by all the chemists on
Oahu, was held in Honolulu October 25th, 1902; and it was
the unanimous opinion that the formation of such an associa-
tion was desirable.
A committee was appointed to draw up a constitution for
the proposed association, and an invitation was sent to all the
sugar chemists in the '1'erritory to attend a meeting for organ-
ization Noyember 24th, 1D02. Owing to the short notice given,
and the late date of tIle meeting, it was attended only by the
ehemists on Oahu; but replies were received from all to whom
invitations had been sent, expressing approYal of the forma-
tion of the assoeiation, and promising support of the same.
At the meeting held Nov. ~4th the association was formally
organized, the constitution as herein published was adopted,
officers were elected and preliminary work bl~gllll by a special
committee on extraction. '1'he work of this special cOl11mitt(~e
is outlined ill the leaflet ImlJli~hed ill the January numbd
"Provisional method fqr extmetion".
Committees on Extraction, l'olal'ization, Reports and Gen-
eral Control \Vol'k wel'e appointed; and it is expected that
hy the time Df the next a11nual IIll'l'tilI~ it will he possible.
to adopt methods covering the whole work of the sugar-house
chemist. '
Since the first meeting the membership has increased, there
being now 29 active and 2 associate members.
Although the object of the assOf'iation is explicitly statel1
in the constitution, viz,: "the study of sugar chemistry, an'}
of the methods of anal~'sis nsed in pfrcct:in~ control of sugar
house wOI'k; 'with the aim of :l!']'iYiul-!: at nnifOl'mity both of
methods and statement of l'p~uH~." thprc seem to be miscon-
ceptions on several points "'hich it may not be out of place to
correct.
At the time of the ol'gnni:mtion of the Association. the daily
papers gave it the llnllle of a "union" or "eombine". In this
connection it is only nccess:1l'Y to point ant that combinationH
or unions of chemists for the purpose of controlling 01' aJIect-
in~ cOl1lnensatioll do not (>xi~t. (11\(1 io ~ny tha t this idca was
not, and will not. be enteda ined by those instrumental ill
the organization of the Assoeiation.
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Again the matter of offi('ial methods, i. e, the 'adoption of
uniform methods by some association, seems not to be well
understood by some. Official methods of analysis, so far as
American methods are concerned, originated in 1884 in thl~
organization of the Official Agricultural Chemists' Associa·
tion formed primarily for the adoption of uniform methods
for analysis of fertilizers. This Association has continued
its work'up to the present time, and the methods now adopted
covel' fertilizers, soilr;\ foddel', foods and food adulteration.
Similar lines of wol'l;: have been carried on by other ol'g-aniza-
tions; e. g. the International Committee for Uniform Methods
of Sugar Analysis have publiSJhed methods which have been
subscribed to by 167 American chemists. In the United
States, many huge consumers of iron and steel, in contract-
ing for supplies, 'Hot only specify the composition of the ma-
terial, hut also the methods bv \"hkh the ingredients arl~
to be determined; and make th'ese methods part of the can·
tract. Unifol'mitv of methods of analvsis in cement work is
now being aimed"at; and as conuuercial interests demand it,
no doubt uniformity in other lines will be adopted.
The reason why methods S,llOUld be uniform and adopted a!:l
official. by chemists woddng along any special line, is that
no method of analysis is absolutely exact. Probably the deter-
mination of the atomic weights of the elements calls for the
most exact work, and in such determinations the results art'
a measure of the skill, and knowledge of the operator of
methods applkahle to the work in hand; hut no c,hemist looks
on the recognized atomic weight of any element as absolutel~'
exact, but simply as the nearest approach yet made to the
exact figure. As a matter of fact the list of atomic weights is
revised from year to year; the figures being changed as shown
to be wrong by more recent work.
In commercial chemical work it is necessary to distinguish
between scientific accmacy, and commercial accuracy. Tn
the former no pains are spared, and nothing is omitted so far
as known whioh wiII increase the accuracy of the results; in
the IaUpl' the pl1f] aiJ1wd at is a suf'fic'ient uPp!'oac'h t"O abso-
lute accuracy to meet the commercial requirements of thl~
work commensurate with reasonable exppnditure of time and
money. If the most exact methods such as are used in re-
search work, were applied to sugar house work the necessar.v
time and expense would be such as to prohibit all chemical
work.
Some, both laymen and chemists, ,have put forward an argt:-
n1('nt agaim;j- oml'ial J1lPthods somewhat af" follows: A sug<l1'
house product say waste molasses, contains a certain amount
of SIH'I'OSp, a dpfinitp suhshtlll'e; should not a c·hemist if Ill'
is compptpllt. be ahlp to dpj-Pl'mine ahsolutely i'llC amount of
sucrose present and be left to choose his own method? In
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answer to this it may be said that as a matter of fact, differ-
ent methods are in use in making this, and almost every other
determination, in sugar house work; and it is also a matte~
of fact, tlhat these different methods give different resull:s
when applied to the same material; and generally arguments
of more or less weight can be put forward in support of each.
H is in meeting the difficulty which arises from this state of
affairs, that a chemists' assochltion finds its usefullness, and
the adoption of uniform methods is, in the present state of
chemical knowledge, the only solution. A method adopten
by the majority of those using such methods, is pretty sure
to be the best available under the circumstances; and even if it
should not be the best there is the advantage that the results
obtained are comparable.
The work of a chemists' assoriation does not, however, cease
with the adoption of an official method; old methods are to
be studied and compared, new methods sougrht; and a method
once adopted, may be changed later to one more accurate, but
equally applirable with the time and facilities at the chemists'
command.
It is easily seen then, that the statement that once a chem-
ists' association has adopted uniform methods, its office is
at an end, is untenable, unless one takes the position that
knowledge of chemi('almetho<1~eaIlllot ])(' (·nlarged; a position
which is not true of any other branch of knowledge, and one
which chemists at least do not take.
The wOork of the 0hemists' "\ssoei:1tion in twinging about uni-
formity in methods of analysis and statements of results can
be successful only with the co-operation of plantation mana-
gers. \Vhen the Chemists' ASi'wciation is prepared to adopt
methods of anal~7sis these methods will represent the work of
all the sugar chemists in the Territory, and much work out·
side the ordinar;v routine required of them; but they will be
official only so far as the Chemists' Association is concerned.
Any plantation management can of course refuse to adopt
these methods; but the 0hem isis' Asso('ialion has provided in
its constitution for conference with the Planters' Association
on this matter: and no doubt when methods are recommended.
i'11ev will recpi,:e the ('onsideration the" desPl'\"e. and there will
be 'assured to the Planters: 1. The'best methods available.
2. Results whieh will be comparable. 3. Continuance of the
work of the Chemists' Assoeiation, resulting in improvement
in methods; and the stimulation of research resulting in im-
provements in manufacture.
·With regard to the pl'o"isional method for extraction it
may be said. as well as of p)'ovisional methods gpnerally, that
it ·was published to med the demand fo!' something which
would furnish comparable figure'S, and also as a basis for
committee wo!'k ill aiming" at a method to be finally adopted.
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1. The officers of the .'\ssociatiou shall be a Pre:'5ident,
Vice-Pl'psident. Rp('rptaI'y-'I'l'('aslll'pr. and an Executive Com-
mith'(' ('ollljlos('dof thps(' th]'pp with onp rppl'pspntatiw' enell
from Oahu. Maui, Hawaii :1Illl Kauai. and the Diredor oj Ex-
pe)'in1('nt Staiion of illp Pl:1ll1PI'S' "\ ssociation ex-officio.
2. These ~hall be el('d('(1 at the annual meeting and shall
hold om!'(' nntil the next aIllIual meeting. Eketion shan be by
hnllot and ill(' 011(' receiving the highest number of votes shall
be deelarrd rlp!'i:rd.
~. Thp dntips of 1hrsp O!li('pl'S shall he sneh as usually pe)'-
tain to slll'h o!licI's in similm' asso('iations.
4. Val'an('ips heh,,('pn allllllal meetings shall be filled by
the Excl'n tive Committee.
1. There shall lw two ('lasHes of members, Adive and As-
sociate.
2. Adi,'e m('lllbprF, ~hall be ('hemists who are, or lwve been
engaged in sugat· WOl'];:, eiNlcr in sugar factories or in experi-
ment station labOl'atOl'ies.
3. Assoc:iate mellll!(')'S shall be any others who may be in-
terested in the obj('d: of the Assoeiation. Associate members
shall not hm'p th(' p]'ivill'gl' of voting 01' of holding ofllce.
4. All who attend the first meeting' 01' who have signified
their desire to become members shall be enrolled as charter
members.
5. Applicants for lllellllwrship shall make written appIica-
cation to t,he S('(·retary. p)lllOl'sed by three adive members;
and s1lch application shall be voted on by the Executive Corn-
nlittee. .
6. There shall be a y('al'ly due of one dollar payable in ad-
vance, and any member in arrears for one year shall be drop-
ped from the roll.
Article n.-Membership.
1. The name of this Association shall be the Hawaiian
Sugar Chemists' Association.
2. '1'he object of this Association shall be the study of
sugar chemistI,y, and of the methods of analysis used in effect-
ing chemical coniTol of sugar house work, with the aim of ar-
riving at uniformity both of methods and statements of r~­
suIts.
Adi\"e Membel's.
LIST OF ::\IEMBERS.
Baldwin, Cleo. II., Chl'mist, Haiku Sugar Co., TIalllakuapoko,
MauL
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Article IV.-Meetings.
1. 'I'he annual meeting shall be held between October 1st
and December 1st at such time as the Executive Committee
~hall decide. ,
2. Special meetings for the discussion of reports, etc., may
be called by the President at any time.
Artiele VI.-Amendments.
1. Amendments to this constitution shall be made only at
the annual meetiug. and \\Titten notil'e of such proposed
amendment shall he giYC'n to the Sec\'etm''y at least sixty
<1a~"s bdore the earliest possible date for the annual meeting;
and such notice shall be given to each member at the time
of notice of such meeting.
~. .An\t:ndlllent~ shall be by t\Yo-third~ majority of those
voting.
Article V.-Management.
1. The whole management of the affairs of the Association~
including the direction of the work of special committees,
shall be ill the hands of the Executive Committee.
2. '}'he Executive Committee ::;hall represent the Associa-
tion in conference with the Planters or any other Association;
and may make any rules and conduct any business, not in
conllict with this constitution.
iJ. A majOl'ityof the Executi \"e Committee shall constitutp
a quorum; and tbe President slwll be the cbairman of said
committee.
4. 'fhe EXI~cutive Committee shall make a report to tbe
Assoeiati'on at the annual meeting.
5. At the annual meeting the President shall appoint com-
mittee:; to can'y on sucb investigations as may be deemed
lIeceSSHl'V. 'l'he numher of snch committees and the work
each is t~ do shall be decided at: the unnualmeeting, and sucb
l'ommiUI'es shall report from tiull' to time to the Exeeut:in~
Committee.
G. ]So method of analysis shall be adopted as official unless
it shall have been discussed at a special or annual meeting
of the ..:\sE,ol"iation, and such method shall be adopted as of-
fkial only if approved by two-thirds of those yoting at said
meeting.
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Officers.
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Olding, E. K, ){anagcr Kohala Sugar Co.. Kohala, Hawaii.
Smith, n. 'V.. 1'1'esident and )fanagpr Benson, Smith & Co.,
Honolulu.
Associate l\Iembers.
C. F. El'1wl'!'. Honolulu; .T. C. Penny, E"'a, Oahu; E. C.
Rhol'p;\" Honolulu; P. ;\. n. ){psf'o:·h:H"·t, "-aipahu, Oahu; "~Yo
McQuaid, (lIaa, Haw:lii; n. H. Baldwin, ITamaknapoko, l\Iaui;
A. Fries, l\Iakaweli, KauaL
President, C. F. Eckart, Honolulu; Vice-President, J. C.
Penny, Ewa, Oahu; Secrdary-'l'reasurer, E. C. Shorey, Hono-
lulu.
Bett, 'V. P. L., Chemist, Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Co.,
Puunene, MauL
Brodie, Alex. Jr., Chemist, Keka,]la Sugar Co., Kekaha, KauaL
Cropp, Ernest, Chemist, Lihue Plantation Co.. Lihue, KauaL
Crawley. J. 'r., Superintendent and Chemist, Hawaiian Fertil-
izer Co., Honolulu. .
Donald, Jas. 'V., Chemist, McBryde Sugar Co., Eleele, KauaL
Eckart, C. F., Director, Experiment Station, Planters' Ass')-
ciation, Honolulu.
Fries, A., Chemist, Hawaiian Sugar Co., Makaweli, KauaL
Jordan, A: E., Assistant Chemist, Ewa ·Plantation Co., Ewa,
Oahu.
Johnson, H., Chemist, \Vaialua Agricultural Co., vVaialua,
Oahu. '
Krumbhaar, C. C., Chemist, Hawaiian Agricultural Co., Pa-
hala. Hawaii.
Lea, E. J., Clwmist, Honolulu Plantation Co., Aiea, Oahu.
Mcquaid, \Y. 1\1.. Oh<:>mist, Olaa Sugar Co., Olaa, Hawaii.
1\Iesschacl't, P. A. G., Chemist, Oahu Sugar Co., \Vaipahu,
Oahu.
Peck, S. S., Chemist. Experiment Station, Planters' Assoehl-
tion, Honolulu.
P<:>nn;\-, .J. C., Chemist. Ewa Plantation Co., Ewa, Oahu.
Schultz, Dr., Chemist, Paeific Guano & Feltilizer Co., HOllO
1ulu.
Shorey, E. C., Food Commissioner, Ha,vaii Territory, 'HOllO'
lulu.
Sanborn, T. E .. Ch<:>mist, 1\1ak0(, Sugar Co., Kealia, Kallai.
Toepelmann, 0., Chemist, Kahuku Plantation Co., Kahuku,
Oahu.
\YertlnllueII0r, F. R., C,h('mist, Experiment Station, Planters'
Association, Honolulu.
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C. F. Eekal't.
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End .....
That the nitrogen and mineral content of the cane leaf beal's
a cel'tain relations,hip to the vigor and age of the same has
been known for many years. It has been determined that not
only nitrogen is lost from the leaf on the cessation of its vital
functions but also that a certain decrease of other element.;
of a fertilizing value takes place as a result of the followin;
decay and exposure.
In. the metabolic dissociation of highly organized vegetable
tissue, a large amount of nitrogen escapes as a product of fel'-
mentative and putl'ifaetive changes. and complicated organ1l.:
salts are gradually broken up into the more simple forms that
charade'ril-wd t'lwil' ('ondition on lwinl-!: assimilated b~' the plant.
\Vith Nle cane leaf these destl'ud-ive alterations doubtle~;f,
start with the termination of its vital activity, and on the
death of the cell walls the mineral matter loses, throngh th~
diffusive action of dC'w and the lea('hing effpd of raiJis, the
proportions assumed in the nOJ'ma1 and gro,ving leaf.
An expel'iment was re('ent1y eondueted at the Exp0I'iment
Station to ~Ihow the p0rcentages of nitl'ogen. potash, and pIlOS-
phoric acid that may be removed from green stripped and ex-
posed ('ane lenvC's during 'n ppriod of two nran j"hs. and ")Ill(' in-
teresting results were obtained bearing on the magnitude of
such losses.
Six fresh and vigorous leaws. weighing in all ~40 gl'nms,
were tnken from Lahaina cane and eadl leaf wns cut UP int')
three sections of the snme length. ThC'se sedions wiE be de-
signated ns (1) the base sections. (~) the middle sections, nn 1
(~) the end sections. The base s<>dions of the six lenn's we I'e
added together to form one sampl,' for annlvsis. tIlt' same
hping done with a like nmnIwr of middle nnd end sertionfi.
The annlytical data obtnin<>d arp ~Ihown in tl~e following tables.
Analysis of FJ'csh Lpan's.
THE FERTILIZING YJiLUE OF CANE LEAVES AS IN-
FLUENCED BY DECflYA.ND EXPOSURE.
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Phosphoric Acid, Potash, 'and Nitrogen in the Frcsll Leave:>.
'1'he percentages of the elements are seen to vary materially
in Nw different sections, the propOl'tion being' smaller at the
base with reganl to nitrogen and phosphoric acid, and ill-
('l'eaF,ing' toward thp tip. '''it-h r('f'lle!'t to potash. tlie' ppr-
eentage is largest at the base and falls ofl eonsidel'abl;r as thc~
end is approaehed. Little need be said eoncel'lling these re-
SUl(-8 until ot-hpl's arp lll'pspnh·d for cOllljlnl'is011 flll,ther OIL
At the same tillle the aboYe samples "'el'e taken for analysis,
six othel' lpan's (weighing' 341 grams) of NlC same vi/;or and
age were laid in an open field and exposed to ordinary weather-
ing conditions for two months (Fehl'uaI'y and :l\Iarch). At the
end of such period they were cut up into sections aH in the
('ase of the fresh leaves and analyzed. The results were ,u;
follows:
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Mineral
Matter
3.25
1.71
1.04
Mineral
Matter
n.66
n.75
10.20
Mineral
Matter
l.fl3
1.35
1.22
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END SECTIONS
PCl' Wt.
Ccnt. GmffiS
7.32 1.04
.438 .062
.834 .118
1.4li .543
Organic
Matter
43.34
23.05
13.10
OI'g:1Ilic
Matter
:l4.21
] (i.7:~
9.65
~llDDLE SECTlO:,S
Per 'Vt.
Cent. Gl'llll1S
6.flO 1.71
.253 .063
].708 .423
1.15 .327
Solid Matter
46.5D
24.7fi
14.14
Solid l\fatter
flO.] 4
nO.3D
nO.5n
Solid l\fa UPI'
~H.14
l~.n~
10.87
Percentage of MatteI'S.
Organic
l\fatter
F<:1.'1S
F<3.fl4-
80.36
nAS~; ~EC'l'lONS
PCl' WI.
Ccnt. Gl'1I illS
6.fl7 3.25
.145 .On7
1.840 .857
.5G .1~4
Analysis of Exposed Leaves.
"'eight- of :'Itattel's. Omllls.
\Veight of Matters. Grams.
?If0 iS 1"ure
fl.8H
fUil
fH4
~roist-m'p
2.8(;
1.D:.l
].1;;
Moistme
1(;4.41
fi2.34
23.86
.Calculated to \Vater-free Substance.
Section
Base ..
:i\Iiddle
End .....
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Phosphoric .Acid
Potash .
Nitrogen .
ELE~lENTS
RedioTl
Base ..
Middle .
End .
Redion
Rase ..
l\Iiddle .. ..
End ......
Calculated to 'Water-free Substance.
Percentage of ,Yater-frcc Substance.
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END SEC'S
Pre.,,, Exposed
1.0J 1.22
.OG2 .027
.118 .018
.G4:~ .121
1.35
.034
.024
.143
1.71
.063
.423
.:~27
l\hDnLJ~ SEC'S
j--"rcsh R.l'jUJsul
BASE SEC'S
Fres" E=poSCII
8.25 l.!l:~
.OG7 .048
.8m .08n
.124 ...113
ELEMENTS BAS1~ SEC'S MIDDLE SEC'S Rrm SEC'SFr,"" " E.l'})()8ctl Prrsh E.tjJ(Jsu{ Presh Exposed
Total Min. ~lat. G.97 7.39 n.no 7.47 7.32 11.26
Phosphoric Acid .LH5 .184 ')-.:> .188 .4:38 .252...... [).)
Potash . . . . .. 1.840 .831 1.708 .131 .s:J4 .163
Nitrogen .. ... .56 ..17 1.15 .79 lAG 1.11
ELEMENTS
Total Min. 1\1at.
Phosphoric Acid
Potash .
Nitrogen .
BASE ~mCTIoNS MIDDLE SEU'l'IONS END SECTIO.NS
ELEMENTS .Per Wt. Pel' Wt. 1"er • \VL.Cent. GmlDS Cent. GrtLlns Cent. GrtllllS
Total Min. Mat. 7.39 1.93 7.47 1.35 11.26 1.22
Phosphoric Acid .184: .048 .188 .034 .252 .027
Potash . . .. .. .331 .OSG .131 .024 .163 .018
Nitrogen .. .... .47 .11;~ .79 .143 1.11 .121
vVeight of Elemcnts Containcd in Lcavcs.
The data prcscntcd in the foregoing" tabl<: shows that not
only a large amount of nitrogen is lost through putl'ifactive
changes but that a remarkable decrease in the potash and
Compl:\rison of Fresh and Exposed Leaves.
In comparing Nw quantities of the elements in the fresh
leaves with tllose in the exposed samples it should be remem-
bered that two different samples m'e represented. These lots
were as near alike, however, as it would be possible to obtain
them, both being from the same cane and representatinb
leaves of the same growth and development, the weight of
one sample being 84U grams and the other 841 grams.
A glance at the last table shows the percentage of total
mineral matter in the exposed leaves to have increased con-
siderably over that in the fresh. 'rhis is explained by the
difference in the content of solid matter, which decreased on
exposlll'e in a propOl'tion gl'eater than that in which the tot<11
mineral matter was leachcd from NlC leaves by rain.. Trl'~
results of the two analyses are brought togetller for compal'i·
son.
Phosphoric Acid, Potash, and Nitrogen in the Exposed Leaves.
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phosphoric acid content is effected in the course of the decom-
position of the vegetable matter and the diffusive and leachinb
action of dew and rain.
Another table is given to show the percentage of 10s8 of the
three elements in question.
The figures given in the preceding table can only be con-
strued as representing a close approximation to the actuai
facts. The mineral content of the two lots of leaves would
hardly be exactly the same, in fact the total miner'al matter in
the exposed end sections is seen to be a trifle higher than in
the fresh end sections. Such an inconsistency iE,most probably
due to slight differences in the composition of the respective
samples; the possibility of alteration of proportions tlrrough
diffusive action in the weathered leaves must also be taken
into account. T,he losses of the several elements from the
leaves taken as a whole, however, must be fairly reliable. :For
example a difference in the potash content, of the fresh and
exposed leaves, amounting to 0.77 gram in the base sections
cannot be interpreted as the result of mere accidental vari!:.-
tion in the composition of the normal leaf samples. Nearly tlit·
same percentage of reduction in potash content is manifested
with respect to both t,he middle and end sections. Tbe same
observations would apply to phosphoric acid and nitrogen.
The data brought together in this article show the appro'xi-
mate losses in nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash which
would result from drying and exposure of leaves take~ green
from t,be cane. They indicate the changes whicb start in the
green leaves and tops after harvesting. It is probable that if
these leaves had been allowed to cease growth and wither on
the stick, a certain amount of mineral matter might have re-
turned to the stalk to be further utilized in the plant economy,
as the content of certain vital elements in leaves has belm
observed to diminislh on cessation of growth and the per-
centage of silica to increase.
As the potash and phosphoric acid were returned to the
soil in the foregoing experiment, they cannot be considered as
having -been lost from an agricultu~'al standpoint, although
such was not the case with nitrogen. A considerable quantity
of the latter element was thrown off into the ail' during the
decomposition of t,lle leaves as proper conditions were lacking
for nitrification of the organic matter.
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R. C. L. Perkins.
The manner in which phosphoric acid and potash were lost
from the dried and partially decomposed leaves would indicate
in a measure the degree of availability of these elements when
applied to the soil in cane refuse.
---:o:---~
ENEMIES 01.1' LAN'l'ANA.
At about the time that I last reported on the subjeet, I t'e-
ceived the latest consignments of lantana destroJ'ing insecti'3
from Mr. Koebele, and these were more valuable and exten-
sive than any of his former ones. In fact, so plentiful was the
material (consisting largely of seeds) that when the insects
began to hatch out it was with great difficulty that I was abl~
to handle them without assistance.
As it was, I was unable to preserve all the specimens of the
insects parasitic on the lantana destroyers, these parasites
being, as before, at least fifty times more numerous than tLe
lantana insects themselves. As the main object was, of course,
to destroy these parasites, this was done; and specimens of, no
doubt, most of the species wel'e preserved,but I regret that I
was not able to preserve all of these parasites for futur2
study. However, the number of parasites of the lantana in-
sects preserved by me probably amounts to two or threr t,hous·
and examples and they are probably a fairly complete sample
of those which in Mexico attack such lantana inSects as have
been sent to this country.
As I have remarked in my earlier report the experiment of
eradicating lantana in the manner attempted, is of a novel and
unique chm'acter, and it is to be hoped that at some future
period the specimens preserved by Mr. Koebele in Mexico, and
myself in this country, will be scientifically worked out. I be-
lieve if this can be done and Nle relationship of the parasites
to the lantana-eating insects determined; if also the method!:l
and devices used in transporting the various insects to this
country, and information on similar subjects be published; iu
fact if a full report on the subject can be written, it will
prove of very great value for future work.
The insects examined and handled by myself and Mr. Koc·
bde combined, in connection with this work on lantana-that
is the lantana-eating species themselves, their parasites, and.
the parasites of Niese parasites-amount to not less tilan two
hundred species and may even be considerably more numerou!:i,
and of these, a very large percentage are new to science.
Of course, of the whole number of inSects feeding on lantan;L
in Mexico, it was quite impossible for us to use some, since
they either would certainly, or at least probably, have attacked
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other v~getation. Such insects, even though very effective in
Mexico, were never even ::;ent to thi::; country ·and cOllsequentl.y
I have not yet seen specimens of thes~, nor of such para:;ites as
may attack them.
By tJJ.e middle of February, all the parasites which attack
the lantana insects llad been thorougllly eliminated~ and I
began to liberate a number of the latter in various parts of
this island.
On one occasion a large number of two or three species w~re
tmned out on the \Vaianae side of the island, in a spot) highlS
favorable for their first establishment. 'l'llis journey nece:';-
sitated my being absent from Honolulu for one whole day,
and on my retmn I found tIle insects left bellind in my cages
had already suffered severely from want of attention. Con-
::;equentl;y, I llave not been able to revisit the locality wllere
these species were liberated; but as two of the same species
were liberated in less numbers and under less favorable cir-
cumstances in the ncighbol'llOod of Honolulu, and have fioue-
ished, I have no doubt those on the \Vaianae side have done
as well, if not better.
In endeavoring to establish the insects in this country, it
became necessary to adopt some plan, wlhel'eby such im:ects il!-1
we de::;ired to introduce might be given every chance to be
come established. In tIle case of several species, only a ver/
few individuals reached this countl'y alive (owing to the dim-
cuIties fully discussed in my first report)-not because 1\11'.
Ko~bele did not despatch large Humbers, but because nearl)'
all died in transit or were subsequently killed by the internal
pm'asites feeding on them, before they could reach maturity.
In some cases, only a single pail' of the lantana dtstroyf:r
were received together. In one such case the female of the
pair laid some two ,hundred and fifty eggs. These were kept
for some time, until the resulting insects were half-growll,
when nearly all the brood was liberated. The remaining
specimens, however, were kept in captivity and bred to matu-
rity in ol'der to obtain a Hew supply of eggs, so that the youn:;
of this generation which were liberated probably amounted to
some thousands of individua Is. B)' such means the probability
of a species becoming established is greatly increased, and it
will probably be prudent to continue breeding some of the
species in captivity for some generations, not only to mak,~
sure of their becoming well established in a wild state, bm:
also for the purpose of getting larl!e numbers together for di3-
tribution to various pmts of the islands.
About the beginning of March I already noticed sigp.s that
Borne of the lantana insects were fully established in a state
of freedom. At the present time, I have certain proof that not
less than Seven species have produced one or more genera·
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[NoTE.-In November of last year Mr. Perkins submitted a
preliminary report in which he gave the result:;) of the work
done by Prof. Koebele in 'Mexico in collecting and forwarding
the insects known to destroy lantana in th'at country, and the
breeding and liberating of the insects after arrival here. The
work at that time was far from being finished, and as was
said by Mr. Perkins, "it must of necessity be a considerable
time before the re:;mlts of what has already been done can be
ascertained."
Under date of January S, HI03, Mr. Perkins submitted some
remarks supplementary to his report of November, in which bl~
said:
In my fO'rmer report I stated that there were some 23 lan-
tana-destroying insects that we considered safe to liberate.
Three of these I now consider it will be almost impossible
to introduce into this COlllltJ'y, owing to the distance, and the
€xtreme delicacy of the insects. Up to the present time 15 or
lli in all have been liberatt'd in this country (some of these,
however, are not included in the list above mentioned.)
ations in the free state, and also tJ1at they have in some cases
spread considerably from the 8POts where they were liberat~d.
These species are all such as breed very quickly and may have
8 to 12 generations a year. One may certainly hope that as
so. many of these are satisfactorily established, a good
many of the slower breeding species will likewise show ull
hereafter. Some of theSe cannot possibly become noticeabl8
for many months under the most favorable circumstances.
For my own vart I have been astonished, considerfng the
enormous area covered by lantana and the fact that all the
insects that we have imported are capable of flight, so
many, or I might say, that any, should have already shown up
at large.
- In the course of my work, I have had many 'OPIJortunities for
the l'"ltudy of such insects as were attacking" the lantana prior
to the introduction of the insects specially attached to this
plant, as sent by Mr. Koebele. These insects have all, Ol' nearl;y
all been already reported from the islands in connection
with other plants, and are not especially attached to lantana.
Consequently they ~re very ineffective, except perhaps the dan-
gerousscale-insect (Orthezia), which first appeared ·on Maui
and has (1 think ullwisel;y) been spread from thence.
As we have no wish that at some subsequent period it should
lJe supposed that these insects were brought or spread throngh
our instrumentality, 1 propose, at an early opportunity, to sup-
ply a list of these with records of their existence in the'3e
islands prior to Mr. Koebele's mission to Mexico.
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Amongst these 15 or 16, 3.of what I should consider the very
best known enemies of lantana are, I think, nearly certain to
establish themseivesl and there is every reason to hope th'at
4 01' 5 other good enemies of the plant will do so. while of
course there is no reason why all of those liberated should not
do so, except that some have been turned 'out only in very
small numbers, and their liberation has been followed by ex-
tremely stormy weatber.
Mo~,tof the species have been turned out in the neig"hbor-
hood of Honolulu, but some also in the neighborhood of 'Vai-
anae, whieb is a far more suitable locality for first establishing
colonies, wbence the general distribution may subsequently
be made.
In addition to the lantana enemies, parasites and other in-
sects enemies for 'peelua' and cut-worm have been liberated ill
greater or less numbers since my report.
Parasites for plant-lice (Aphis) on low-growing plants of
pasture lands, and on vegetables .were also sent oyer. but uu-
fortunately these all died on the way. On opening the boxes
I found hundreds of parasites still living but micrcscopic
examination showed that these 'were not Aphis-clestroyel":;.
but hyper-pamsites. 01' destroyC'rs of the Aphis-destroyers. not
one of the true Aphis parasites haYing survived.
I need hm'dly point out how important it is that SUC'l
things should be carefully examined. 'rhus a box arrives witn
many obviously parasitic insects, which by the ignorant would
be supposed to be beneficial and might be liberated. Y (.'1' when
liberated not only wOllld these hyper-parasites not Idll the
Aphis but they might attack suell def',troyers of Aphis as we
already have.
Similarly from one lot of parasitized cut-worms sent oY~r
here not a single live true (Primary) parasite was bred. Whe.l
the boxes were examined there were thousands of parasites
already enwI'ged. but all these were secondary parasiteslhypel'-
parasites) Le.. destroyers of t.11e true parasites of the Clll-worm.
Rueh hypel'-paJ'asites if libpl'ated by the ignol'ant or rather non-
specialist would probably proreed at once to attack sl1ch cut-
worm and othel' rai't'I'pillar pnemies as we already ha n .. Wii'll
disastl'ous rC'su Its.
A close watch should be kept continuously for any signs of
hl'eeding in thp spedes that have bpC'n liberated, for as soon a~
ew'ry young from thpse are dptpded. distribution of slweinwn~
should be made to the other islands. It is very advisable that
the spp('ipS should be pstahlished in as many localities as pos-
Hible, as soon as may be, as an effective and permanent settle-
IIlPnt is IIlIIl'h 11101'1' likely to take pinel' by this lIleans.]
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The situation -of the sngar indllstry in Janl is a peenlial' one
and totallv different to other sugar produl'ing countries.
"'hile in 1{lOst colonies planters are owners of the land. anrl
in some instances do not plant, but nlel'ely grind tllP ('ane, the
manufadlll'er in ,Jaya is also planter and has to plant chief-
Iv on lea~.ed land~. \\'ith the ex(,eption of tlIP "YOl'sten1:lIl-
den" (indl~pendentRultanl'ies) and a few ('ol11pani0s Nwt plant
on prh'ate lands, or on long leasrs that last for a numbel' of
years. and by thp dpath of the first It'ssee fall heir to his
del;;'cendants, canc in .Janl is gTown on land leased for only one
crop at a tinH.>. In Jaya WP ("lIlllOt· slH>ak of I'Pglll<lI' slIga l '
<,states, as of the whole plantation. fol' tllP I'pason that till' lo!.
on which the mill is situater} is tltp only I'pal propPl'!)' and lIew
soil to be planted Itas to be 1.-~a8pd p\,PI'Y yt'al', 'rhis of ('ourse
('l'eates a pel'lnanent lIIH'prblinty; onp is IIpn'l' SlII'p of' oh-
taining soil and e\'en if one takps good eare to hay,' the mill
and hauling systelll in perfed OJ'del" he is at tilllPs pla('pd in
the disagreeable pM,ition. that thp nati\'p o\\'n(,I's will not Il'ase
their land any more, 01' that another planter gl'ts hold of the
desired land. This latter ('an, howe\'er, be pl'o\'ided against,
Honolulu, Territory Ha,vaii, AIH'il 11, 190;t - The Editor,
'l'he Hawaiian Planters' 1\lonthly; Honolulu. Dear Sir:-
In complying with YOllr I'cquel;;,t to furnish an article
for the "Planters' Monthly" which would ,deal witk
some of the impressions and information I have re-
ceiYed pertaining to the sugar indush'y during my recent visit
to Java and other cane growing countries, I beg to state tlu,t
since my return to the Islands attention to my businf'Ss has:
not alIo'wed me the nece~'sary time to al'l'ange in a presentable-
shape, the nU1l1Y notes and other material I have gathered on
this t!'ip. I think, howewr, that the following article from
"De Indishe l\Iercuur" will be of much greater value and in-
terest to our plantel's thnn anything emanating from my pen.
It is a report of a lecture on the sugar industry in Janl, de-
liwred in Amsterdam during the month of Janum'." last by
1\11'. H. C. Prinsen Geerligs, Director of the "'Vest Java Expel'i-
mental Station at Kagok. I present herewith as a cont!'ibu,
tion to your "Monthl."" a tranl;;·lation from the Dutch of th;8
article, and wish to mention that in transposing the terms
nsed in .Jaya for areas, weights and coin, I have used the
following valuations:
1 Rouw=1.7G:34 aeres 1 Ton=14.G!) pieols
1 Picol=1:3G.lG Ibs. 1 Florin=40 U. R. Cents
Yours. faithfnlly, C. HEDK\I..:\XN.
'rITE PLAN'rERS' 1\IONTHLY.
THE SUGAR INDUSTRY IN Jil 17.11.
April, 190:3.]
by making boundary regulations, which IH'events one com-
pany competing with another in the leasing of soil, but it is
evident, that all this is based on mutual goodwill and Hone
party likes to step back or an outsider comes in, no soil ma.y
be had and great efforts have to be made to get enough land
for cultivation.
In the "Vorstenlanden," where the lease is mostly on longer
terms the situation is far better; one is sure of his planting
.area and in consequence more care can be taken of, and more
money invested in, permanent imIJl'OVement:;:o. In the Goveru-
ment lands, however, a low or bad patch of land is left untilled
or not leased, becam1e if one should improve it the proprietor
is apt not to re-lease it.
Another point of difference from other countries is, that
in Java cane is mOE,tly grown on irrigated land. The saml~
soil i,s used for rice {Sawah) and for that purpose provided
with irrigation-systems, 'and as it is planted with cane after
the rice has been harvested, the cane planter benefits by the
existing artifical water E,upply.
Planting is done in the dry season and water is needed to
make the ('ane shoot and grow till th~ wet season takes care of
this. The irrigation systems are leased with the land and are to
be maintained by the lessee. On account of the great increase ill
planting area, the system of irrigation has lately proved in-
sufficient and big pumping stations have been erected by
variouE1 companies for irrigating the land with water pumped
from the rh-Lers and thus rendering it fit for cane planting.
The labor question, the chief question in other countries, is
not dif1icult to solve in Java. The generally dense population,
living in the neighbourhood of the sugar estates, work for
daily wages, so no imported coolies with their appendix of
l'abor contracts, hospitalEI, etc., are needed to solve the labor
pl10blem in Java.
The situation may be framed in short as follows: In Javn
there is a minimum of expensive land, which cannot change
ownership. with abundant cheap labor, w·hile most of the
other sugar producing colonies show an abundance of cheap,
owned hllld with scarce labor. \V'hile in many other countries
cultivation is carried on very extenEoively, in Java it has to
be done very intensively, so as to get the most possible results
out of the little available soil in the shortest possible time.
This accounts for the great production of l;"ugar in Java pei'
square unit in comparison with other countries. as well as
why in other countries t,lIC methods in Java are not imitated.
Tt is not due to the land being extraordinarily favored 1>"
nature, but only to the more expensh'e and intensive cultiv:i.·
tion, which elsewhere would be impl'acticable on account of
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expensive labor and is not neCeSii:ollry either on account of their
extensive land properties. Java is not so well favored by
nature; the soH is poor and if the climate did not facilitate
decomposition, and the assimilation of the product of decom-
position, it would not be possible to carryon agriculture.
Should a Emopean expert have to analyze Javan soil, with-
'out being properly informed, his answer would undoubtedly
be, that same be classed among the most unfavorable and
poorest.
The great drought prevailing dming one half of the year,
is also a great impediment and hampel'S the development of
the cane to a great extent. At the same time il'l'igation water
is less abundant and may even fail entirely.
,y'e tue finally forced by the Sereh-di~'2ase, which we can
partially IJl'otect o1ll'selvE"s against but not eradicate, to spend
a great deal of money in planting material, which in othel'
cOllntl'ies costs nearlJ• nothing, and for this reason, second
and later rattooning is not allowed, the latter bringing th:~
greater profits in other countries. In some countries money
is lost on planting, bnt made on l'attoons, while in Janl re-
tUI'ns can only be calculated on from plant-cane.
H is evident, that in Java the 1110"t favol'flble conditions arc
not prevalent and that the only lJl'ofitable factor is: plenty of
cheap labor. This enables us to ,vOl'k intensively and to
neutralize the different drawbacks by big ]Jl'oduction ; on the
other hand. it is plain that other countries with SCaI'ce labor
cannot apply our methods as theJ" al'e. OUI' lm'ge pl'odnction
i~, only due to our using- every e1Iort to attain "arne. 'L'he time>
is past when one could liH~ at ease and still make big monpy
bJ- the manufacture of sugar. \Ye han> to do our very best
and a('count for everything and abon~ all manage vCl'y eeono-
mieally, ,,0 as to lower the eost of ]Jroduei:ion IIPI' a('l'p anll
Illakp a small profit by steadily inel'l'asing the output of the
soil mal of tho IniI!.
I would like to state in a few ,,"oJ'ds how thi,', is obtained.
RU]Jjlose thl' fadory is ('stablishpd, mH] by (~()ntl'ads has
got ('ontrol of tht~ "oil want-ed; Own the condusioll
of OIl' ri('p hm'\"('st is :n\"aijpd with gn'at impatienec. Between
two (':\11(> (,),ojls. ns a 1'11\(', rh'p is h:u'\"est('d twi('e and betwe!!l
seasons bpans and ('01'n 01' otl1pl' simil:u' products al'e gl'own,
hut it is ('ustolllary Olat imlllpdiatply aft(,1' thp seeond riel' erop
j-lJp (':Ull' is plautpil.
R('pL-Xov., 1waus and eOI'll.
XoV.-"\ pril. l'ieC' .
.\.])]'i 1-X OV., fallow; s('('011l1 nop. etc.
X m".-A pl'i I, ri('('.
"\ pl'il-RppL, a!'tpl' one J"('H!', ('ant'.
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'Vhile the rice cutters me still in the fields, a deep trench
is dug around the field, so as to draw off the water. The soil
has been saturated by water for months, all kinds of processes
of decomposition have taken place and oxygen is entirely
l'acking. To make the soil fit for cane, it mu:;"t be exposed to
the sun and ail', It is for this purpose the deep tI'ench is dug
to draw ofI the water and to supply the irrigating water latej'
on. Then the field is divided in parcels of .175 or .14(; aCI'C
=sa;y 1-G 01' 1-7 aCI'e by fUl'rows and then the plant-furrows ar(~
made. Asa rule thc8e are ao ft. long oyer one foot deep and
4 to 5 feet apart. The width is one foot and the dug-out earth
is heaped hetween the furrows. In some places, where the
soil allows it, we plow fiI'St, t,hen hoe the furrows. TIle field
being open, it looks like a collection of long ranges of trenchc8
exposed to the sun. It is not known what is going on during
this process, buteYeryone Imo,,'s that it is absolutely neee<5,
-sary for obtaining good results. '1'he process is called "uitzn,
l'en." (to ail' the acid out.)
The wet clay dries out, pulyerizes, assumes a lighter color
'and instead of a mass of wet, black blocks, one now sees a
light gray powderlike soil. During the pI'ocess of "uitzUl'en"
all grass is carefully weeded, which is especially necessal',v
as long as th~" ('ane is not high pnollgh to givp shade; in t111~
latter case it suppl'esses the weeds. After the soil has been
rested this way, for some time, the furrows are plowed once
more and some of tile dried earth on the sides is loosened:
then the tops are planted in the ful'l'ows, in some cases en~u
in plantholes.
The seed cane supply is also one of the many SOl'l'OWS of thl'
manager. In forl1ler ye:1l's. before the sereh bothered us. ('ane
tops ,ypre genel'ally used for planting, hut as thi8 gaye fail-
m'es. the growing of seed cane in separate fields 01' garde1l8
has been shu·ted and each year a greater or smaller part of the
planting is changed. The expense incul'l'ed is extremely high
all oyer .J:1\"a. First, there is the price of the seed cane, $7.:Ji'i
pel' ton, plus railJ'oad freights. One ('an safely figure on 1'1'-
~luiring about 1.55 tons Iwr acre amI this costs on the field,
'cut, $1L:~!), to ,yhich l1l11st be addC'd an aYeragC' of ~-10.00 PC]'
wagon (of 8.72 tons), which is not too high, so a total ('ost of
'.'jj;lfl.40 pel' acre is al"l'iypd at fOJ' fielus planting with such SPl'd
canp. .\.s, ho,'\'eY(']', a great part of the planting is done with
,l'll('app]' produced seed ('ane, we ('an figure on an ayerage ('os(
of ~2.fl4 pel' ton for sepd ('ane. If this C'xpcnsc could only lw
~holisllPd, we should be aidpd to a grC'at extcnt, hut as mattcl',:';
'Stand now, it does not look as if this will be a('('omplishecl.
:Most of the fadOJ'irs me far fl'om thpi]' spp<1 ('anp fiplds anl1
buy same f)'om special seed ('ane g]'OWCI'S. FOI' this purpose'
1'pgular inspeetion trips m'e made and largC' arpas at high pl('-
-nltions in ill(' Prpange]', Buiten7.OJ'g and Mnlang districts an'
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given up to this cultivation. As soon as seed cane is cut, its
gin cannot be traced and as it has been proved that seed cane
from second rattoons is more subject to sereh than plant seed
cane, it is evident that a great deal of care is required to be
sure of the propel' supply. Besides this, there are a great many
sales middlemen and this causes plenty of dissatisfaction, the
more so as the seed cane business is a very delicate affair. The
measures taken by the Government to stop irregularities did
not prove a success. For factories having land in their imme-
diate vicinity fit for growing seed cane, the conditions are fal'
more flworable; they can lease the land and grow seed calle
themselves for their own account and under their own manage·
ment. '1'hey of course are sure of their supply and the ex-
penses are less, the transportation being much less expen-
sive on aeeaunt of the shoder distance. At all events, the
supply of seed cane is a matter of much worry and great ex-
pense. and we can readily understand that various ways are
tried to get rid of the present system.
The question of foreign cane varieties stands foremost. The
Cheribon cane ,,-as principally affected by the sereh. Other
varietics were more or less subject to it, but the rich and
heaY~- Cheribon cane was the species giving the best results
and as thp se1'e,h affected it. pains were taken to find anothd'
variety showing the same good qualities and proof against
the disease. Cane was being imported from everywhere and
planted on a small seale and later on extensively. There ha,-e
b<'en plHntt'u :-Loethcr, 1Iuntok. Fidji, Yellow Manila. Black
::\I1mila. Batjan. Borneo. etc.. etc., but none of these has beeli
able to press the Cheribon to the wall. '1'he Cheribon calle
tll1'ives as well on heav~' as on light soil, can stand drought:
as well as moisture, has a fail' weight, a pure and easily work-
ed juiee and keeps good long after ripening. '1'he other men-
tionpd spec'ies did not unite these good qualities. Loetl,er and
1Ianiln do not thrive on hem-y soil; nluntok is very sensib18
to drought; Borneo is not sereh-proof. with the result: that tIl('
new varieties were planted here and there, but did not make
the Chpribon eane superfluous. All species degenerate in
somt' way or otlwr when planted from their own seed cane ann
show symptoms of disease or stagnation of growth, which is
very annoying and canses more damage than is worth the
saving 011 import seed cane. These varieties can be restored
by sppd cane fields. but this is an expensive business. Thc:
Fidji or Cannemorte is very he:wy. but on moist soils it is not
ric'h in sugar.
"\ part from these imports of said species, it has been tried
to splpf'l: Chel'ibon cane, by taking only sturdy tops from a
suga l' fipld. so as to collect the best specimens by selection.
It 1)('('a111e impracticable to continue this process as the quan-
tity of eligible cane decreased steadily, resulting in nil.
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After the discovery of growing cane from seed (by sowing)
expectations were high-pitched. As the sel'eh was ascribed
by a great many to the weakening, caused by continual nOll-
sexual generation, it was plain, that if this supposition wus
true, the sereh would not influence the fresh specimens raised
from seed. This, however, proved not to be the case, as it
was shown vel'y soon, that same very often was subject as
well to sereh. By scientific crossings of \Vakker, Moquettl'
and Bouricius a number of species were grown, that combined
a great immunity towards sereh with heavy weight and high
percentage of sugar. Of these for instance No. 100 has been
adopted and some other numbers promise a great deal. In
Kremboong only is cane seed to be found; tIle manager claims
his plantation free from impOl't. 'rhe results were splendid
and the most sanguine expectations were cIlerished. A great
many bought a. couple of sample car loads of this kind, hop-
ing to increase their orders later and then to get rid of all
import; but it proved pretty soon, that tIlese species were
even far more sensible to influences of soil and climate than
varieties from seed eane. In some places they were splendid.
in othel's bad, and on an avel'age poorer in yield. The enthusi-
asm for eane seed, exaggerated at the start. has quieted down
to a great extl'nt. Eyeryonc must select fl'om a nUl11hpr splf
cultivated seedlings to suit his soils and conditions and may
then be suecessful, but to import seed eane from cane seeds
at random may prove sorely disappointing.
..:\. drawback of the mountain-seed cane is. besides its ('ost- .
liness. its sensibility to diseases; this seed cane is much softcr
than the regular cane·field seed cane and more snbject to in-
fedion. The greater cutting snrfaf'e is a. splendid fostel'inp:
placc for parasites. for instanee: Rlad: rot. and as soon as
this catel1('s hold of the soft. watery sced. it penetrates so soon
that the buds searcely shoot before the young plant dies. This
is fonght with tal' or bonillie hOl'dPlaisp. hnt thl'sl' 111'eY('1I
tiy('s fail also onee in a. whilp. Besides this, the yello,v stTipe
disease has come along with the mountain-seed cane. This
is a mysterions disease. for which no eansp has been discoYpl'-
pd. nor any )'emedy fonnd to ('0pC ,yHh it. Hs apllPamUC'p
dates from the seed eane fields in l\Ia]ang (Eastel'Il .J:wa): in
tl)(' Ipay('s are many stripes. whe)'e no chlorophyl is fOl'l1led,
so t]'at thps(' spots do not assimilate and tIl,> plant snIT(»'s by F.
l\[anul'ing ,yUh ammonia ('a uSPS the sjTipps to apparently dis-
apppnJ', hut this is only the resnlt of the slll'l'olllHling hulk of
il)(> Ipayps g(·t1ing a darke)' gl'een and tIh' faded color produced
hy thp disease hp('oming less vh;ihlp. 'I'll" dispase is hp)'pl1itarY
and seems infectin~; in appp,ll'anee and sprpading it· I'PSP)l;'
hIps the mosaie·disp:H:e of tohaceo, ",hid, has not 1>1'('11 px,
plainI'd, notwithstanding hmd work. It is l'mpposed that (':Ill"
f"om seed should be proof ngainst this disease. UOWp\'p!'.
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this remains to be seen, as it has only been in use for such a
short time, that all possibilities have not yet been gone
through with.
'The problem is to get rid of import, and -I firmly belien~,
that even if this should prove practicable, the seed canc plan-
tations will not be given up. Moquette, the apostle of sowing
cane, keeps up his seed gardens in the low lands by
eutting a P~ll'i: of a field and allowing it to grow up
again. The benefit of this method is that planting and grind-
ing can be kept separate. If one has to depend upon the cane
to be ground, he cannot start planting before cutting cane.
Should the new field be ready for planting and the old caue
not yet ripe, one would have either to wait or to grind gre(~n
cane. Furtherlllore it is necessUl'Y in some cases, that the
cane stands longer, so as to get the highest percentage of
sugar, but then the seed cane is dead. Should the field catch
fire the seed cane cannot be used. So if the cane has to serve
two purposes, i. e., as sugar and seed producer, one has to
face every time the choice of favoring either the old 01' tht~
new eane and Ol'dinarily comes to the conelusion that is not
very favorable for either party. In most cases it is preferable
to spend more money and have better quality seed, leaving
tIl(' eanc on tlH' fidd to sec1ll'C a higher yield, instead of bein,~
economical and making less produetion. The great increase
of produetion of recent years is to be attributed to a great
exteni: to the far-carried separation between old and new
planting.
'1'he seed is stripped from leaves. cnt, leaving 2 or 3 bud::,
and gencrally once mor'e disinfected. Experience has taught
that the highest (upper') buds sprout the first, the lower ones
later. To secure a uniform plantation, the seeds are selected
while being cnt. '1'he first, second and third are laid together
in the nm'series, the 10,,-e8t parts as ,,-ell so as to watch the
resnlt obtained. By this seleetion all pieces shoot evenly and
the il'l'egnlfu' shooting of some plants prior to the others,
thereby injuring same by shade, (-iT., is avoided. In the mean-
time ai: the sides of c~leh class loose sl)('cimcns arc planted
for fntm'e snpply; in case of snbstituting plants that dip Ol' do
not TH'OSIH'\' the fresh plants nsed a\'(' of thp same stage of'
developmellt.
In planting the ,;('C'(ls HI'(' laid in thC' 100l'-;('nC'd soil with the
huds on tllC' sides and ,veil watC'rC'd. 'l'his is far bettC'r than
iJ'J'ig-Mion by rain, as min w:IsIIPS tIl(> loose earth from the
sirles and so cover's the seed. .\ftC'\· a shower all plants have
to he t!C'aned. BvP\'y fonr Ol' five days tllC' plants arc watcred
a lld as soon as they come up are inspected so as to discoycr
any fnillll'C's.
,Yhilp planting, Ol' IMp\', fC'rtilir.C'\' is applied. Much money
is sppnt in fp!'tilir.ing, an aYP\':lg-c of ~11AO pCI' ncrC', more 01'
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less, but tbe manure account of eacb factol'.)' is a beavy one
and it is of tbe greatest importance to regulate tbe manUl'ing
so tbat tbe plant may benefit by it in tbe best way_ EspecialJ}
in a country witb beavy downpours and w,bere lands :1rc irri-
gated, gl'eat danger exists tbat a part of tbe expensive manure
may be washed into the sea. Tbe cane in Java is fertilized
neadJ exclusively witb nitrogenous manure. Kali and pbos-
phoric acid, are totally superfluous, l)l'oven by t!.J.e numerous
experiments made bJ tbe different stations. Once in a while
European experts blame us for too one-sided manuring and
saJ that this causes various diseases, but if :rear after Jem
the experiments demonstrate that onlJ nitrogen increases the
yield and tbat addition of other substances bas neitber quan-
titative nor qualitative influence upon the cane, we will stick
to it and endeavor to ascertain in what way, in w!.J.at form
and in what quantitJ nitrogen gives t!.J.e best results. It must
not be lost sight of however, t!.J.at I am only speaking of Java,
where cane is cultivated on rice lands, which are flooded every
veal' and so are covered with a laver of fertile mud. The de-
composition is also very great, \v1licb has been shown by ex-
periments, so tbat a great manJ mineral matters, valuable as
plant food, become available during the process of uitzureli
(the land being fallow.)
Manures :-Boengkil, i. e., pressed cakes of peanuts, seed of
kapok or' ricinus, and especially sulphuric ammonia. TIll'
nitrogen in ammonia is muc!.J. cheaper than in other organic'
manures, but nevertheless many planters prefer a preliminary
manuring tberewith. The nitrogen dissolves only gradually
and that is why the plant has a constant supply of this ma-
terial for a long time, while in applying ammonia. the nitrogen
comes all at once. Experiments did not show this, but expel'i-
ence has taugbt me, t!.J.at a preliminary fertilizing with Boeng"
kil on t!.J.ese lands is not to be despised.
\Yhile hilling up (see explanation at foot) sulphurie am-
monia is given, either diluted or as powder, but the main point
is that it gets under the ground and not on the top, a" tIll>
adi\"(, element ammonia. can he eliminated bv cm'bonic lime.
It is very important that it stimulates the plan'1:, tile juice must.
run up and cannot do so in the plant in it" pre"ent "tate: it
,,0 force" the huds to sprout and thus favor" the stooling out.
In eonse"uence one can get along with less "ppd cane, hui:
only if one is sure to have enough water to keep all alive un til
the first rains set in, otherwise all is in vain a1l(} the second-
aI'Y stitli:s die. Besides the "eraft-fel'tilir.el's" llluch has been
talked lately of organic manures in connection with the dong-
kpIlan disca"e. During the last eouple of year" a new diseaH~
has seourged our plantation", one year more than anothl~l'.
'l'hi" disease is ch:ll'aetel'ir.ed by pl'elllatlll'c and sudden dyilJg'
ofI of the cane. In the iil'st pel'io(]s of its vegetation the ('an('
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grows luxuriously, tben it stagnates all of a sudden and dies
in the C01ll'se of some days. 'fhis disease started in East Java,
but now apIJears nearly everywbere and always witb tbe same
symptoms. Its name was chosen, because the lower part of
the stick (dongkellan) is rotten while the upper part lives on
tbe upper roots; a name afterwards adopted, being more ap-
propriate. is root-rot. 'fhe parasite has not yet been discover·
ed, the disease is not contagious and a diseased stick trans-
planted in sound soil recuperates. Upon investigation tbe
roots Tn'ove to be affected and all experts agree that the roots
sutfer the most. All kinds of hypotheses have been put forward
and gl'eat efforts are being made to escape the disease by alter-
ations in tilling ad fertilizing, but without much result. The
only result has been to limit the damage by inundating the
field as soon as the symptoms become apparent, or otberwise
to cut the field as soon as possible, so as to grind green cane
rather than dead <,ane. One can imagine how much trouble
it causes to direct the hauling one time in this, another time
in that direction as soon as in one field or other the disease
has been aseertained and every time in a new spot, so as to
save the threatened field. Ronwtimes the spot is in the middle
of a field. very hard to be reaehed, then a pathway has first to
be cut so as to allow of transportation.
It'1IHS been discovered that a good physical condition of the
soil pJ'omotes the developnH'nt of the roots and in consequence
the resistance against the disf>asc. For this reason much has
hc('n talked about green manuring and stable manure, so as
to im}ll'ove the condition of the soil. 'fhis, bowever, is very
tl'1l(' in theOl'y, but the agrarian conditions are against a thor-
ough improvement of the soil. ,Vho will take the trouble and
pay the expense to improve a soil leased only for one year and
whi('h OIl(' is not sure to get back again after three years,
Furthermore the intervals between rice and eane are too short
fOl' applying gl'een manure, and transporting same from on~
pla('e to another is impradicable. Stable manure is Yer~'
~.;('aJ'('e; ilw .Javanese do not c.'ather it and if same should be
hought h~' the companies fro~l thE' natiYe population, the ar-
lidl' would h('o adultcrntpd and mixed with sand to such an
extpn1". that I fear that, how(~Yer much bencfit eould be de-
J'iyed hOI11 organic manuring. our eonditions do not favor it~
adoption.
;\~ ~oon ai" the ('anc has grown i"omcwhat, the pesti" arrive.
"'e pnul11C'1'ate terl11ites. borel'S, heetle hUTae (grubs), beetles
and mil·p. '1'hpre art' 11101'(' of them, but relatiyelv theY do not
do ~o mlJ('h harm. The tt'rl11ites are only bothe;'SOlne on dr.\"
lands and nothing' ean be done but to apply djarakboengkil
(n )[alayan word whidl l'allllOt he tTanslatpd). 'file beclles eat
through t,lte ('anp, whprpas HIP laryae of the cockchafer'f;pecies
pat the J'oot~ and ('ausp 11111('h damage. Especially in the East
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these insects are incredibly numerous and great efforts are
made to kill them. In the evening they sit on the branches
of certain trees; blankets are spread out underneath, the trees
shaken so that thousand of them are caught. Mice are very
troublesome in dry ;rear'S while thel'e is no food in the I'ice
fields, so the;}' eat the cane, old as well as young. I have seen
and heard mice in a cane field; it resembled the noise of fall-
ing cane as if the field was being c.ut. All experiments with
mice-microbes have failed; it may be the mice in question
were of an immune speeies, or that other reasons were at
work; catching and poisoning them proved the best means,
but a proper fighting of the pest could simply not be thought
of. As soon as the I'ice fields are again planted the mice dis-
appear. Locusts or gmsshoppers that eause so much damage
in other tropieal countries, are not very noxious in J:wa;
this is perhaps due to the absenee of a desert w,here they call
hatch so as to enable them to invade the plantations in larg~
numbers. By far the most dangerous and pernicious (~uemiC's
are the caterpillars and amongst them especially the borers.
Leaf-eating caterpillars do not do much harm, but ,,-ith the
borers it is Quite different.
Until now five species hUTe been diseovered,all having their
own way of tackling the cane. There are some that deposit
their eggs on the leaves in heaps 01' ranges, otherE' deposit them
separately. '1'he young caterpillars hate-hout and bore holes,
sometimes through the em-eloped leayes to the center of the
shoot, sometimes along the etick. In all cm:,es they ultimately
arrive in the stick, where they change into a chrysalis and
remain tjJJ they can fl," out. As soon as the growing part
(center of the shoot) is destr'o."ed, the stick can not g-row an)'
further, Sometime", the buds under same burst and form new
sticks, but these are generally affeeted as well. By their
peeuliar mode of living these ('ai"prpillars escape a gl'ea t many
pnemies as bhds. ants. iehnellll10ns (eatel'JJiIlar eat(>r), ete,. and
are hard to catch. 'l'heir damage is not only the killing of tlw
cane, but by making- hole~' tIle." open the way for infedion of
all kinds of parasitps, as red slIot, al/al/os-discosc. etc. '1'lw
fighting is ('aI'l'i(>d on inlpl1sin'ly by sl':\I'('hing fOl' til(' Pgg,;
and the cllitin~Ollt of 1-h'.~ affected stit'ks; as th(> le:1"(>s dl'y Ollt
the an'ccted plan:ts al'e ea~,j Iy d iStovereu, they 'are cut ou t and
the ('atel'Jlillars takpII 011'. Ro as not to kill nH' ('oming' ('atpI'pil-
lar ea lei'S. th(> c:Itel'pilhll'S m'e kept under gallJ!:e to JlI'l'vpnt
their esenpe, 1f':1"ing. howe\,('r, fr('e passage for the caterpillar
eaters. PI'Pll1illll1:;" aJ'c paid fOl' eggs and caterpillars, hllt one
has to wat('h tlre skill of Ihe Ja"anes<, who do 1I0t IH'silal-e to
deliver all SOl'ts of other eggs, pvpn:ll'tifieial ones, so as to
get the prcmiul1l.
'rhe ('anc having made its way through all the~":> dangPI's
:llld pests gl'OWS further alld has to be hilled lIJl (see explalla-
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tion below). For this purpose the lowest part has to be care-
fully cleaned and eurth is pres~'ed against it, so that the cane
which was ori~jnally planted in a furrow, stands finally on an
(~levation. 'l'his must be finished before the heavy rainstorms
set in, so that the rain water can run along trhe cane as nothing
is so injurious to cane as stagnant water.
This manipulation having been applied for the last time,
generally in December or January, the skill of the planter is
at an end and he has only to await what time and weather
bring. Only in case of flood~, is any action necessary, other-
wise waiting is the watchword. The cane grows very quickly,
the fertilizer becomes active and it is a pleasure to l;lee how
quickly the plant comes up from the soil; sometimes the
gl'owth is E,a rapid, that the leaves have been supplanted by
. new ones forcing up from beneath, before they were allowed
to fully unfold. '1'1Ie plant looks like a folded flag, and some-
times the leaves teal' oft'. but that is not serious and soon the
field looks like-a dark green maSE' of leaves.
Finally the flower appears, which checks the growth. Before
tbat time the hurricanes have gone over the cane and thrown
same in big patches. It erects itself, but in the end the field
looks like a big pell-mell of fallen sticks with leaveE', in which
walking is impossible.
It is now the easy time for the overseers. They get their
vacation and at this time the yearly congresE·es are held. The
weather has again improved and everyone gathers strength
and courage for trhe coming grinding season.
The cane being ripe and the roads hard. so that the hauling
is free from ditficulties, the grinding startE', 'Vith the assis-
tance of a native astrologer! or other person of authority
a good day is fixed and the crop is started with more or less
festivity. The native laborers of the mill are fea~,ted 'and dis-
play marvels of eating capacity. All kinds of native enter-
tainmenti'1 are going on and last till daybreak. The invited
Europeans assemble at the decorated mills, where for the "pre-
vention of mishaps, the head~1 of slaughtered oxen and goats
are fixed, dl'ink a bottle of champagne for good luck to the
coming grinding season and as a token of their readiness to
render assistance in cast: ,of need. put a stick into the mill.
After thi~) holiday a few days' rest is taken and then the
grinding sets in. This is the busiest time of the year, night
and day the mill is working. Sunday aud working days are
without relaxation, the factory works all the time so as to
convert the constant flow of juice into ~mgar.
Cane must be supplied continnously, the manager must
know which field is on the roll, direct the hauling and look out
that there is no lack of cane. In ordinary cases this is very
hard, the more so if ditlkultie~' arise. Sometimes foot and
mouth disc[lses break out; cattle plagne takes away a part of
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Finally the grinding s<'ason of on(' year eoinddes wit,h th~
planting seaf,',on of the other and to the hul'l'y of the g'l'inding
is assoria ted the preparing of the soil, supply of manure and
seed emu', the planting, the waJeI~ supply, ete.. de.. so that
the work dops not relax one single moment. F1imll parly morn
till late in the evening manager and staff are very busj'; the
report of the day'E' work is diseussed and the plans for to-mor-
row arranged and vel')" oftcn the managcr visits the buildingl:!
at night timl~ to as('l~rtain if all is going right. This is :t
nervous hustling time without intermission. Sundays or holi··
da.ys are ignored and all effort~ are directed on the early finish
of the grinding season. Onl,Y one hour in the morning is given
up to cleaning.
'l.'he cane is being cut in the fields; the cane cutting overseer
distributes the work and the coolies dig the sticks ont. As
the hauling cattle, or heavy storms soak the ground and make
it impossible to get through the mud with the heavy elr'D;"s.
.Jt is proper to mention here the terrible epidernie that vis,-
ited ,Java and caused a panic in some districts.
Add to this a village feast or an election, so tllnt from one
village or another not a single laborer comes to "'ol'k, or a
bridge is washed away, thus. barring the road, so it is eddent
that the question of transportation and supplying' tl1(' mill is
not an easy one.
Now it may be that through the dying of a field or a fire in
the plantation, suddenly connter orders must be gin~n and
cane from other fields than originally directed must be hauled;
t1te~'e are all abund~lIlt :'\asons adding imp()rbllll:~ to the Sllp-
ply of matet'ial in a cane sugat' fad0I'y, being fal' DIOl't' {-I'onble-
some and expensive lhan ill :1 be(~r ~'actoI'Y.
It is our aim to ('ut as mllch c:me as pO:'\;'3ihl,~ tltm has
reaehed the highest degt'ee of l'ipl-n<'ss, for 'which ]llll'pOSe on
well managed estates all fields me tested from Febrnary ,it
certain periods, but so many inft:Jences arc thpr!'. which detel'-
mine why a field, that was not yet to be cut, has at onee to be
dealt with, that this systematieal investigation has not yet
shown nIP good results that could be expected in an ideal case
and which are realir-ed more and more, as OJl(~ ma:;:ters these
influences by good management and a thorough nnderstanding
of the business.
ApaI,t from the supply of eane the regulae working and
shipping of the product, all kinds of questions ha n~ to be
settled in the mill as well as in the. fields.
FurtherlllOJ'e thcl'e may be maehinery repairs 01' enne
disease, that have to he IH'ovided for,or the juice is ,IIlL HS it
ought to he and hard to work.
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the cane bad been hilled up, often a piece of 1-}' to 2' in length
iSI buried and as it contains sugar has to be harvested. In some
regions the lower part is dug out and the stick torn out; in
others the cane is cut and a second gang of laborers dig out
the lower part. This has the drawback that when the man-
doers (lunas) have a contract for cutting cane, it becomes too
expensive, aSI the digging of the cane is better paid than cut·
ting and by cutting high a greater under part is left, in con-
sequence more money is eurned by the cutters. Now the cane
is cleaned, leaves taken off, which are used as feed and taken
away by the Javanese without charge, the cane is loaded OIl
cars 01' carts and tram:'ported to the mill. As far as possible
care is taken to cut just as much as can be handled in one
day, as it is IH'oven that cut cane in the fields deteriorates very
easily and ;t mistake makes its·~lf readily felt. In former
years all cant' was hauled in wagons, but owing to the exten-
sion of the estates this is not practicable any more, and much
cane is now hauled in tram cars with animal or siteam trac-
tion. A firm nermanent roadbed on the roads with side lines
is used. EYl~ri" in this case the carts cannot be dispensed with
and are kept to 1'(:';\(:11 spots whel'e eane has to be eut at
once. The cane is stowed away or ground upon arrival.
Most factories have triple milling, with maceration, and
sometimes with cane preparing machinery such as crushers,
cutters, etc. A few years ago double crushing was gen-
erally used,but now triple. sometimes with maceration of
the juice from the last mil!. In the latter instance, the cane is
first grorrnd, then macerated with juice from the third mill,
crushed once more, then macerated with water and crushed
for a third time. The bagasse is· bUl'ned without being dried.
The juice from the last mill goes on to the first, that of the
1irst and second goes to the boiling honse. In this way the
macer[l tion water properly scnes twice, first a,,· water ann
afterwmds as diluted juit'e. All important point is to see th:lt
the first mill erushes tlw canc thoroughhly. If this is not
done, the juice from the third mill will not properly pClwtl'at(~
the bagass-e from the first mill, and the subserllwnt maceration
water on th,.: second mill "'ould not have the proper penetrat-
ing and diluting effect. Diffusion is not applied at pl'Psent
except in one factory, but it is probable that we shall hear
more ahout extl'attion of the bagasse as praetira1 pxpcrimcnts
have shown good results-. The juke is mixed with lime. by
defeeation if a little IS applied. and if mueh is uspd, the super-
fluous lime is eliminated by earhonatation. The juiep is dal'i-
fied by settling and filtration, e,-aporated in yaeUUIll eyapOl'-
atOl's, once more settled and finally concentratpd to n1:18,-p-
cuite in yaCUUTll pans. Formedy se'l~tmd products we\'(~ made
from the molassE:s but now the molasses arc mostly bronght
back into the maF,~;e-cuite and in this way nearly all sugar is
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made in onc proccss and one product. Sometimes the molasses
is boiled in and a low grade sugar made, but in many cases
waste mo1'asses is obtained in one operation. The high grade
sugar if'! dried, packed in bamboo baskets lined with palm
leaves, containing up to 700 Ibs., the low grade sugar is packed
in baskets of palm leaves, containing 102 Ibs., and the waste
molasses i.s thrown away. SometimeE' it is sold to arak dis-
tillers, or used as manure, but mostly thrown away.
During the whole process of manufacture the cane and juice
are sampled and analyzed; the control of the manufacture in
Java is f;)trictly maintained and that is why we are able to
obtain a great quantity of reliable data. Some average figures
may be given here:-As an average the cane in Java yields
13-14;6 sucrose. of which about nO;{ is extracted in the juice
and 10;6 remains in the bagasse and is burnt. The quantity of
product that can be recovered from this E·ugar available in the
Juice depends chiefly upon the plll'ity ·of the juice and of course
on the grade of sugar t,hat is to be manufactured. As an
average the loss of sucrose in molasse8 can be estimated at 101,
add to this the loss in press cakes and unknown losses, so we
could say that 20-22~ of the sucrose in the cane is wasted.
These arc scrious 10sseR and it would be well wort,h while if
they could be recovered. The loss in bagasse is decreasinb
continnously by installing better mills and rational working
methods and should one of the proceE,ses of diffusion now be-
ing experimented with prove practicable, much would be
gained and half of the losses prevented. Of the other half lost
in waste molasses not much can be obtained. "\Vhat are we
going to do with it? To make alcohol is eaE'y enough, but the
market is too limited to absorb th~ production; it has no
future as feed or 'as fuel. The best thing to do will be t,o sell
the waste molM,ses. As compared to beet molasses that of(~ane is tasty and masse-cuite can be consumed as it is. Now
it is very easy to make sugar for consumption in a rational
way and by preference in factories that work bad juice and in
manufacturing white sugar throwaway great quantities of
molasses. It has been the case, that on 100 sugar 40 molasses
were made containing 60 %saccharoE,e, a total foss. The mak-
ing of sugar for direct consnmption on a large scale is possible
if there is a market for it and then anoNler source of loss woulll
disappear. The other losses are unimportant and the reproach
sometimes made that we work very carelessly is not deserved,
because great pains are taken to work economically and if we
succeed in produeing a fair yield, it is not due to a luxurious
nature throwing gifts in our lap, but becauE,e every effort is
used in practice aided .by science to locate all causes of loss
and increase the yield per square unit. Finally some figures:-
III Java are working 182 sugar companies' tilling:-
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1898 1899 1900 1901
Holland ........ ..... . ... . ... 0.7 0.5) 0.6
United Kingdom ... , . .... 4 0.2 0.3)
Azores .... . .... .... . .. ... 1.4 -- -- -- -- -- --
Port Said .... ... . .. ....... 5.7 1.5 0.8 26.:3
Delaware Breakwater ..... 12.0 1.3 -- -- 15.5
Barbados ..... ... . . ..... 2.6 2.6 -- --
1 .J
.OJ
Canada . , .. ..... .. , .. ., .. 0.4 -- -- -- -- 2.--
United States . ," .... ...... .. .. 44.8 65.3 54.-- 0.8
Australia .... ...... .. ...... .. .. 0.4 1.8 10.7 112.--
China ..... .. ...... .. .. ...... .......... 21.3 19.-- 20.3 27.2
Japan ....... ...... .. ...... .. .. ...... 3.-- 3.2 5.3 7.4:
British India ...... .. ...... .. ., . 1.4 1.1 3.8 3.--
Singapore ........ ...... .. .. .......... 3.-- 3.3 5.3 i4. -.
100.·· 100.-· 100.-· 100.··
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Year GroS's ~cres Net Acres
189~ 100% 198,513 176,669
1899 104% 206,272 lS3,622
1900 : 113% 224,305 1200,425
1901. 127% 251,286 223,443
1902 129% 254,105 226,469
The great increase from 1899 to 1901 is due to the law regu-
lating the maximum planting area. Without special perm\t
this maximum cannot be exceeded and as this was known be-
forehand the companies planted as much as possible and thns
the planting area was considerably extended. Now as tihis in-
centive does not exist any more the further increase will not be
so very great and we have reached a certain level which is also
shown in a calculation by Dieckoff estimating the area under
cane for crop 1903, same not being greater than 1902. Further
increase can only be expected from irrigation as in Brebes and
the Sol,o-v,alley (Governmental enterpriser,:,), and from taking
more indigo land under eane.
The J'idd of cane and sugar has been as follows:-
Tons Cane Tons Sugar
Year Per Gross Acre Per Gross Acre Net %
1894. . . . . . . • 30.36 3.32 10.3l.i
1895. . . . . . . . 34.48 3.52 9.7J
1896.... , ... 30.63 3.37 10,55
1897. . . . . . . . 33.97 3.54 10.06
1898. .. .. .•. 39.25 :4.12 10.21
1R99. .. .. ... e6.85 4.14 10.91
1.900. . . . . . . . 38.01 3.73 9.57
1901. . . . . . . . 34.48 3.58 10.16
Disregarding fluctuations due to meterological infln-
ence, a steady increase of cane and sugar production per
square unit is ,a,scertained.
Sugar was sent to the following markets (expressed in PCl'
cent) :
Figuring on $5.16 per ton for interest, the cost price for 1888
can be assumed to be $44.35 per ton. Mr. Engelberts searched
and scrutinized the figures of above years and gets, basing his
calculations on figures of 111 factories or GO;{ of the total, with
533,400 tons, 67% of the total tons growIl on 13U;40S· gross
acres, or 61;6 of the total acreage, the following da~a for 1900.
The largest markets are the United States, China, Australia
and Japan. Only little is shipped to Europe. It is to' be
feared that the American market may be lost, on account of
the greater development of Cuba, but till now this fear haE'
not materialized, as in 1902 large quantities went to the
States.
The production of Java increases as well, viz:
1899 1900 1901
809,594 tons 795,688 tons 859,166 tons
The cost price of sugar after calculations of Mr. van den
Berg was as follows;-
so the factories that furnished data. were of the best and even
then the sugar cost including all expenses of managemem,
planting, manufacture, transportation to the sea-port, keeping
in repair of buildings, machinery, interest on working capital.
commission on sale of product $83.14 pel' ton. Not included
are expenses for new machinery, for extension of fac-
tory, new installations, purchase of transport-material for
hauling cane, and the interest on capital stock and bonds. In
1900 the circumstances were not very favor'able on account
of wet seal'·ons, but] DOl and 1902 were not much better. As.
suming with MI'. van den Berg, :jji3.Hi pel' ton for interest on
capita!, the cost is $38.:10 per tOll. TheI'e arc of course fador.
ies that \Vork 'at less cost. but others have more. Where the
price is $35.25 per ton prospedl" are not very bright, the more
so as we have cultiYation under own management and so we
cannot make the fanuer pay as is the case in Europe.
1\11'. van den Berg belieyed in 1888, that with these average
figures the limit was reached and that economizing could not
be carried any fm'ther, unless science should indicate means
[Voi. XXIL
Factories Invel'.ti·
tigated.
111
40.9
7.47
1'hroughout
Java.
185
38.0
3.7:3
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Am. cts. per lb.
(2000 Ibs) 1885 2.39 without intel"
] 886 2.27 est on capital or
1887 1.96 bonded indebt·
1888 1.96 edness.
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$48.01 per ton
~45.36" "
$39.25" "
$39.19" "
Number factories .
Tons cane pel' gross acres .
1'ons sugar per gross acres .
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1.00
$15.92
$ 8.st
3.53
.4t
S')• oJ
.41
..94
Proportion of
Sllme FaIling
to Native
$32.31
Cost. per Ton
Sugar
Staff . . $ 2.94
Cultivation 11.74
Hauling cane , 3.53
Fuel. .41
"rages. .82
Sundr'y requirements ,41
Packing (Emba.llage) .94
Shipping . 1.82
Keeping up , 1.88
Sundry disbursements 1.00
Tantiemes . 1.59
New Machinery 3.47
Interest . 1.76
to secure higher yield of the fields, by installing improv:ed ma-
chinery and adopting well tested methods of cultivation. He
has been a true prophet, as the cost did not decrease by econo-
my but only by increased production.
Where in 1888 the average of 3.1 tons per acre could be
assumed, costing 3.1x$44.35=$137.48, in 1900 3.88 tons p(~r
acre were made, costing 3.88x$38.30=$148.60, so there is a
decided improvement in cultivation and ,the cost price has not
been cut down by economy and exhaustion.
What part of this cost price falls to the Javanese is hard to
determine. Homan v. d. Heide calculates a very small amount;
Van Hinloopen Labertoll names a large amount; neither of
these calculations are based upon a series of facts, but on sin-
gle cases. Mr. Engelbel'ts, who investigated the matter, does
not like as yet to give his opinion as he does not care to draw
a conclusion from <the data of only 15 factories. It is certain,
however, thnt the Javanese gets the bulk without risk and the
company with great risk has to be satisfied with the smaller
share.
From the figures of :Mr. H. S' Jacob the average cost price
of 42 factories over three years is as follows: -
1899 $32.30 per ton.
1900 36.84
1901 37.72
1902 32.84
which includes interest on working capital, but neither inter·
cst nor depreciation of the capital stock; for a complete cal-
culation this has to be added.
The following specification of expenses shows the part fall-
ing to the native; same has been estimated too low, as the
greater pa.rt of the money earned by the staff in salary and
dividends (tantiemes) lands in the hands of the natives:
.J
According to Mr. H. S' Jacob $100,000.00 for each factory
comes into the hands of the population, which corresponds
with the above mentioned $15.92 per ton.
Recapitulation:-The improvements in cuHivution and manu-
facture are as follows:
Division of cane raising, on the one hland sturdy plant mao
terial, 'on the other fully developed and ripe cane.
Better fighting of plant diseases and pests.
Quicker tra,nsportation preventing deterioration.
Rational investigation of the fields to be ground, so as to cut
every field or part thereof -at the most favorable moment, as
far as practicable.
Better mills and other installations.
Improved conhol in the factory.
Quicker handling of the crop.
Railroad transportation, furnaces for undried bagasse, sugar
dryers rendeI'ing the manufacture independent of the weather.
"What is to be expected:
A better species of eane. "With beets smprising results have
been obtained by selection, etc., and it would help us to a great
extent, if the same could be applied to cane, but for the preH-
cnt not very much has been achieved in 1his respect. Not-
withstanding the great improvements in manufacture the yic~ld
of sugar from cane did not materially increase, which goes
to show that the percentage of sugar in the cane is ra1her
lower than before. It is not an easy matter to increase the
percentage of sugar in the non-sexual way; seed crossings ar(~
more frequent than bud-dittos, so more chance exists that, by
sowing, species with a higher pI'oportion of sugar might b(~
obtained sooner than by seed cane; with beet one new speei-
men suffices to fill the requirements, as after one year thou-
sands of young plants are available, with cane only a few.
There is more chance in chemical selection, but still prog-
ress is very slow. This also explains why the many experi-
ments of Mr. J. D. Kobus did not yet show as good results as
in the meantime have been obtained with beets.
It is fortunate that with cane, (,the opposite as with beets)
heavy and rich cane associate, so a simple selection is to take
the heaviest plants, which have the greatest chance to be rich
in sugar. .
Should these expectations materialize, we may expect great
things, as figures from Hawaii tench us, where on well irri-
gated soils nnder very favorable conditions even 7i tons
sugar pel' acre were made on an acreage of 1052 acres of
('ane two years old. Fnm a feW years ago 40 tons cane in
,lava per a('re was exceptional, now it is common, and so prog-
ress will continue.
Exhaustion of the soil need not to be feared, because cane
only draws very little from the soil, most from the air.
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Should 10 per cent more be extracted from the cane and so
the production raised by 10 per cent now being burnt and the
sugar in the waste molasses made productive as feed, the cost
price should still be reduced. This of course will take much
time, care and work, and much has still to be changed before
we can feel satisfied with the conditions and not look for any
more improvements. "
NO'I.'E:-"Anaarden." This technical word is translated by
"hilling-up." As this manipulation is nOit used here, it may
be "explained as follows: The seed cane is planted in furrows.
From time to time, earth is heaped nround the seed, then fur--
rows are plowed between the planted rows, finally leaving tho:
plants on top of the hills.
---:0:---
R.:l1'fl!'IC.:l'['fON OP 'l'HFJ BRUSSELS CONrB"),T]'IOY.
All the European beet sugar exporting countries, with the
exception of Russia, recently ratified the terms of the Brussels
conference. Great Britain. at whose instigation the conven-
tion was held, agreed to abide by itR provisions on tbe COD-
dition that she would not be bound to penalize any bounty-
fed sugar from the Bl'iti~lh colonies. Several of these sub-
scribing GoverIlments, who have l)led~!:ed themselves to gov-
ern their sugar indm;tries along the econOll1ic lines as s~t
down in th(~ I'equirements of tll(' Conference. that include the
abolition of all bounties OIl sugar and which are to take effeet
the first of next September, and continue for the minimum pe-
riod of five years, are already lamenting their having been
forced to sign the agreement. France, for instance. now dis-
covers that she cannot produce sugar near so cheaply as car.
Germany or Austri'a-Hungary. and forsee~' that her sug:lI'
now mostly sold to Great Britain will be unable to hold
that market. Again, the diffe-renee in cost of production
will allow German~' and Austria-Hungary to even sell their
sugar in France <:"l1(>aper than that country is 'able to dispose
of it h,"rself when the consumption tax is reduced as agreed
on. How grave the sugar situation in the French republic
is may he seen when it is mentioned that last year France
produced something over 1.000.000 tons sugar. yet the home
t'onsumption was considerably less than half that amount. It
eertainl~' 10'okR as though Germany, with her production of
ahout 2.300,000 toni' annuallv. which can he made. it is stated."
for $1 less per 100 ki1ogl':{mi' (220 }lound.,) than the sugar
produced in France, will be able in time to reduce the sugar
beet area in the latter country to sueh an extent aR to make
it insignifieant as compared to its present magnitude.
I
I
---:0:---
. ,
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CENTRIFUGALS BEETS
1903 I 1902 1903 1902
March 11 .. 13.765
I
March 10 .3.375 March 11 8s 5J4d March 10 7s 6 d
., 12 .. 3.755
" 16 .. 3.724 " 16 8s 4Jid
" 17 .. 3.73 " 17 .. 3.41 " 17 7s 3 d
" 20 .. 3.695
" 21 .. 3.70
., 23 8s 39:1d
" 25 .. 3.695 " 24 .. 3.50 " 25 8s :n:ld " 24 7s 5;.ld
" 26 .. 3.627 " 26 883 d,. 27 .. 3.63 " 27 882;.itl
" 28 .. 3.625 " 31 .. 3.625 April 1' .. 881Y2tl
., 31 786 d
April 1. .... 3.60 .. 2.. 8s 2;.id
" 2. 356'"
" 4..... 3.53
.. 6..... 3.51
" 7..... 3.50 IApril 7 ..... 3.50 " 8... 883 d April 7... 7s 5J4d
" 9..... 3.51
FLUCTUATIONS IN SUGAR PRICES, MARCH 11 TO APRIL 11.
~'he law of the survival of the fittest appears well adapted
to the coming sugar changes in Europe, for the provisions of
the Brussels convention seem to point to increased pel' capita
home consumption, decrease in production and American ex-
portations and at the same time keener competition for the
control of the European markets.
That Russia, the obstinate, who has refused to sign the
articles drawn up in Brussels on the plea that her system of
encouraging sugar exports is not a bounty or its equivalent,
will be forced by the other powers to come to terms seems
assured. Russia's system of fostering sugar exports was de-
clared by the United States Supreme Court last January to be
in effect a bounty, and therefore coming within the provisions
of the Dingley Bill. This view, it is confidently expected, will
also be taken by the International Commission that is to meet
and take nn the subjeet and Rllfisin will then. to'o. join with
the allied European countries and abide by the terms of the
Conference.
The benefits the .imeriean sugar producers are expected
to receive through the living u'p to the Brussels Conference
have already been pointed out in the columns of this paper,
.and with the assurance that European countries will ere the
end of the year be conducting their sugar affairs in agree-
ment with its ]ll'ovisions, mnch gratification is felt. rl'hl~
advent of September the first will mark the beginning of a
new era in the sugar affairs of the world, during which many
continental sugar developments of interests may be noted.
-Rngar Planters' J onrnal.
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TABLE OF BEE'r EQUIVALE'ilTS BASED ON OALCULATlONS.
Beets
F.O.B.
7s
7s 11-2d
7s 3d
7s 4 1-2d
7s 6d
7s 7 1-2d
7s 9d
7s 10 1-2d
8s
8s 1 1-2d
8s 2 1-4d
8s 3 3-4d
8s 4 1-2d
8s 6d
8s 7 1-2d
8s 9d
96 Test
Cents.
3.71
3.74
3.77
3.79
3.82
3.85
3.88
3.90
3.93
3.96
3.99
4.00
4.01
4.04
4.07
4.09
Beets
F.O.B.
8s 10 1-2d
9s
9s 11-2d
9s 3d
9s 4 1-2d
9s 6d
9s 7 1-2d
9s 9d
9s 10 1-2d
lOs
lOs 1 1-2d
lOs 3d
lOs 4 1-2d
lOs 6d
lOs 7 1-2d
96 Test
Cents.
4.12
4.11)
4.18
4.20
4.23
4.26
4.28
4.31
4.34
4.37
4.39
4.42
4.45
4.48
4.50
---:0::---
SUG-fiR Il,EFINING IN JilPilN.
The advance sheets of consular reports, March 16, give au
interesting report on the sugar industry in Japan, by E. C. Bei-
lows, consul-general:
Sugar has been produced in Japan from very early times
(since about DOO A.. D., it is said), but formerly the sugar was
used without being refined, and the present conditions of the
industry have developed within the last thirty years. rrh~
climate, even ill the southern part of the Japanese group, IS
too cold for sugar cane to grow throughout the year and it
not blossom within the six months suitable for growth, nor
does not blossom within the six months suitable for growth,
nor does it produce sugar in such abundance as when raised
under more favorable conditions. 'l'he annual production, ex·
elusive of Formosa, is now reported at a little less than 4,000
tons, almost a negligible quantity in view of the impol'tation
of 152,000 tons of raw sugar and 17G,000 tons of refined.
'l'here are many sugar refining companies in Japan, most
of them situated in the southern part of the islands, the total
capital invested in this industry being about 10,000,000 yen
($5,000,000). Except in Formosa-which, although now a part
of the Japanese Empire, has separate o·fficers and laws-thl~
industry receives no direct aiel from the government, and }1<18
been very unfavorably affected by the bounty system in vogu·.;
in Europe.
"LJO~n 1901 the average import price of refined sugar was 95
cents per hundredweight higher than that of the unrefined,
and the duty on refined up to No. 20 Dutch standard was 49.:i
cents per hundredweight more than on unrefined. On upward
of No. 20 Dutch standard the duty was 60.7 cents more than
on unrefined, making a difference of $1.445 and $1.557 per hun-
dredweight, respectively, on these grades, to cover the work-
ing expenses and profits of the Japanese refineries. The tariff
on the unrefined sugar has since been raised and that on the
higher grades has been decreased, so that the refineries now
have less protection than formerly.
Besides the above duties, a law was passed last year provict-
ing for an internal revenue or consumption tax on sugar, :1S
follows:
Below No.8 $0.375
No.8 to No. 15. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .60
No. 15 to No. 20. .. . .. .825
No. 20 and above. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.05
The numbers refer to the Dutch standard in color, and th':\
amount of duty is given per hundredweight. Sugar, molasses,
or syrup, taken delivery of from a manufactory, the customs,
or a bonded warehouse, is subject to this duty, unless intended
for export or manufacture. If so intended, it must be exported
or manufactured within six months after delivery is taken,
or the tax becomes due as if intended for consumption.
This law did not go into effect until more than six months
after it was enacted, and consequently large importations of
sugar were made in anticipation; but the refineries were un-
able to hasten their deliveries, and when the law came into
force they found themselves obliged to pay the consumption
tax and, at the same time, to sell in competition with imported
sugars which had escaped this impost. The serious l0sses re-
sulting have been very discouraging to them.
The Japan Sugar Refining Company produces suga'.' which
stands as high as No. 25 Dutch standard, and manufactur(~s
rum as a by-product. 'fhe company claims to be the only dis-
tiller of rum in this country.
The greater part of the refined sugar imported is brought
from Hongkong and Germany, and that from the latter coun-
try pays a conventional tariff of 28 cents on sugar from No.
15 to No. 20, inclusive, and 31 cents on sugar above the lath.:::
grade, Dutch standard, in addition to the general tariff named
above. The Philippine Islands, Hongkong, Dutch India,
China and Germany furnish most of the unrefined sugar, the
countries being here named in the order of their importance
with reference to this import.
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